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A MAZON N EWS M EDIA

Cheap shot anyone?
Wednesday, 16 May 2012

I’m just logging some offensive remarks about disability made on the site of the Waldorf Critics,
(who’ve just banned us for objecting to this and similar material).
This “free-speech public forum” advertises itself as “an information resource for anyone interested in
Waldorf education who wants to hear views from outside the cult of Rudolf Steiner. Subscriptions are
open to the public and postings are not reviewed in advance. Not for the overly sensitive.”
The site claims not to allow ad-hominem arguments, which they define as meaning “that you speak
freely about the topics, but not about the other subscribers.”
So far so good. But the following exchange took place there last week and was not objected to, even
though we’ve now been banned for questioning it, and trying to defend ourselves from the severe
mobbing we’ve just endured there, before our last post was “reviewed in advance”.
In fact we only went there at all because we were being discussed.
Pete Karaiskos was chastising me for being shocked when I saw my child being approached from
behind and repeatedly pushed under the water. He pointed out that some information was missing
from a video we made nearly three years ago that was featured in the NZ Herald last week. (I’m
making it sound as if Pete’s comment was polite - it certainly wasn’t).
He questioned my actions as the omission in the video could have made it look as if I did not act to
protect my child, whereas I’d left that bit out of the video because, in trying not to identify the bullying
child, I’d decided (almost three years ago) that the footage was naff, so left it out thus not properly
representing my own actions.
Pete was later not open to hearing my acknowledgement of his point but I’m a human being who likes
to learn and I’d defend that as a general approach because if you look at these videos, the one in the
Herald, (now corrected using the original footage) and this one, Mr Gove’s State-Funded
Anthroposophy, you can see how far we’ve come.
Pete can’t though, and here’s the exchange which he and the other critics (many people read this list)
felt was entirely reasonable.
Nobody made any objection whatsoever.
http://www.amazonnewsmedia.com/ANM/ANM/Entries/2012/5/15_Cheap_shot_anyone.html
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Angel said on 7th of May:
Trying to rubbish me because I was shocked at what happened to my daughter, is
just cheap. I'm a walking impaired person, and your statement is personally
pretty offensive.

Pete said on 7th of May:
Are you talking impaired too? Your mouth seems to work. Did you yell for HELP?

Angel said on 7th of May:
I did shout, but I was in shock, for the next 14 hours. That's just a fact rubbish it how you want. Do you understand the concept of shock? You could look it up.

Pete said on 7th of May:
Ah... but you claimed you couldn't walk - so therefore, couldn't do anything.
Now, it's a different claim.

Angel said on 8th of May:
No I didn't at all, that's just a total misrepresentation of what I said. Where
did I say that?

Pete said on 8th of May:
Why right here dear:
[He linked back to the first comment above “I'm a walking impaired person”]

Angel said on 8th of May
Please don't call me dear, I'm not your dear, you're not even crazy about me.
And saying 'mobility impairment' isn't the same as saying 'can't walk'. Whoever
said it was but those who don't know?

Pete said on 8th of May:

http://www.amazonnewsmedia.com/ANM/ANM/Entries/2012/5/15_Cheap_shot_anyone.html
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You said "WALKING IMPAIRED". Anybody can look back and see what you said...
what is the point of changing your story NOW? Are you kidding me? And you
expect credibility? Do you think nobody is going to verify what you're saying?
HERE OF ALL PLACES? Are you here to frustrate people with your obtuseness?

Pete said on 9th of May:
This is a case of somebody relentlessly shooting themselves in the foot with
every post they make... (that would explain the walking problems)

Disabled people should be aware of this person’s attitudes and the fact that others who read and
contribute to this list, and who are fairly numerous, will not object to members using your impairment
as a way of trying to attack and discredit you.
Oh, and apparently it’s not ad-hominem. Go figure.

The Three Ages of Woman

PREVIOUS

NEXT

http://www.amazonnewsmedia.com/ANM/ANM/Entries/2012/5/15_Cheap_shot_anyone.html
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angelic disharmony
May 9, 2012 · by alicia hamberg · in annat
Now that the ghastly cat* has escaped from its dungeon (fearlessly guarded by a fierce terrier), I might as well talk about this again, but
hopefully for the last time. An other reason for talking about this is that I, and I think other critics as well, feel that sometimes the only option is
to reject — or at least to take exception from — certain kinds of behaviour that is undertaken in order to, supposedly, further waldorf criticism,
but seriously risk doing the opposite. (If I’m even actually doing, or wanting to do, much of that waldorf criticism anymore is another matter,
which perhaps I’ll deal with in another post.) Not that it should matter, but sometimes one feels that one should say something, in order not to be
associated with something one can’t accept.
As some of you know, although perhaps not all (since there has been little reason to draw attention to any of this), a European couple residing in
New Zeeland has chosen to take action against a Steiner school (the Titirangi Steiner School), claiming that the school has abused their ‘human
rights’. Angel Garden’s and Steve Paris’s children were expelled because of the behaviour of the parents. Even the school has conceded that this
was the case. And this is where people might come to develop a certain understanding for the school’s actions. I don’t know what really
happened, of course, but the incidents that led to all of this were, according to the parents, incidents of bullying of one of their children. What
seems apparent to me, though, from the parents subsequent behaviour, is their propensity for exaggeration and distortion. Not to speak of that
unfortunate tendency to communicate in a way that is aggressive — basically, every other sentence is formulated as a kind of ultimatum — and
making more or less thinly veiled threats. I’m not sure they realize any of this, but that is another matter. It is how they come across, and I’m
personally not interested in being the recipient of such tomes.
Perhaps it’s better to say as little as possible. It’s difficult to deal in any reasonable way with accusations that are patently ridiculous, and to
defend oneself against them only has you falling into that bottomless pit of your ‘opponent’. Moreover, I have generally suspected — and hoped
— that people who come across the couple will fairly quickly see that things don’t quite add up. I never co-operated with them and never agreed
to assist them, apart from answering a couple of e-mails before I knew better, and to sum up what happened (as far as my own involvement with
them goes): I disagreed with some things they were doing and they wished to post unacceptable comments (containing, just by the way, things
that had nothing to do with waldorf or anthroposophy) on my blog. The demands and expectations they place on other people significantly
exceed what any human being is likely to be able to give them. (Or, for that matter, want to give them.) And I think this is yet something that
might have played a part in their relationship with the school, as well.
One might ask what they mean with terms such as ‘human rights’, ‘bullying’, ‘anti-feminist’, ‘anti-child, to mention just a few. However, as my
reason for writing this post at all was to say how thankful I am to Diana for what she wrote, I’m going to bring up the definition of ‘hate-speech’,
which Angel Garden and Steve Paris claim I’m guilty of. I’m going to quote Diana in full (I have edited the links).
This (published by Steve and Angel):
[Angel's and Steve's website]
… is ludicrous. Almost beyond belief. I don’t actually recommend reading it, as it’s entirely pointless and content-free. I am just posting the
link because I would like to respond to this:
“Hey why doesn’t somebody have a look at Alicia Hamberg’s hate-speech and actually speak up in defence of it? Who’s got the balls for
that?”

https://zooey.wordpress.com/2012/05/09/angelic-disharmony/
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Me, that’s who. I urge others to read what Alicia wrote, too. This is what they are going around the internet claiming is “hate speech”:
[blog comment]
It is an eloquent piece of writing. I applaud Alicia for “writing so that every word can be used against her.” Steinermentary is right up there
with Sune Nordwall in mindless incomprehension of someone who can write like Alicia can write. If Alicia writes two sentences, people
like this misunderstand both of them, and fly into a rage.
I formally request that the brainiacs at Steinermentary quote me quoting Alicia now, and defending Alicia, all over the net … we’ve gotta
spread this “hate speech” around a bit, it’s too good to keep to ourselves.
As Pete points out, this calls Angel’s definition of the word ‘bullying’ into question. (And other words she uses, one might add.) On their twitteraccounts as well as on their websites, Angel and Steve have amply showed that their definition of ‘bullying’ is equally wobbly. For example,
they appear to believe that not giving them attention is tantamount to bullying and mobbing. The web page Diana links to is by no means the
only one of its kind. There are numerous similar ones (on several websites), where, in a similar manner, the couple goes after a number of people
who have supposedly wronged them. And as they seem to do this so easily, it casts further doubt on their version of what has happened between
them and the school.
From a perspective of waldorf education and anthroposophy, this is all utterly uninteresting. In my eyes, this case appears to be more about
attention, distortion and personal vendettas towards anyone who happens to get in the way or does not heed the couple’s wishes, expectations
and demands. Perhaps there are people who can put up with that; I’m not one of them. Which is why I’m going to continue to refuse to recant my
support for the Titirangi school. Whatever actually happened initially, I suspect they have been punished enough by now and regret ever
enrolling this family. Making a charge of ‘human rights abuse’ appears to me a ridiculous move that makes a mockery of human rights and real
abuses.
____
*Note that it’s a long thread.
In case you haven’t followed this over the past few days, there are some other threads on critics than the already mentioned one above. I’ll post
the links to the beginnings of these threads below (in the last case, it’s the post where they entered the discussion).
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/waldorf-critics/message/23957
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/waldorf-critics/message/23852
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/waldorf-critics/message/23807
On critics, Angel Garden and Steve Paris — it’s not always clear who it is — post as ‘Steinermentary’, which is also the name of one of their
websites, and use the name ‘Rudolf’. You can also find them under various other names and on websites. Amazon News Media, Amazon Films,
Titirangi Steiner Messenger, Rudolf Steiner Federation Messenger and, as mentioned Steinermentary. You’ll find them on several youtube
accounts (AmazonNewsMedia, AmazonFilmsChannel, Steinermentary, SafeToTell) and twitter accounts (@amazonnewsmedia,
@steinermentary, @titirangibully, @sjparis, @angelgarden). This is not exhaustive, and not intended to be. There’s also another website,
titirangisteinerschool.com, which I assume might belong to the two of them and not to Titirangi Steiner school. (Actual link to the school
provided above in the post.)
0

221 Comments

1.
Diana · May 9, 2012 - 1:44 pm ·
“Making a charge of ‘human rights abuse’ appears to me a ridiculous move that makes a mockery of human rights and real abuses.”
Absolutely right. It makes me very angry that people would abuse a system intended to address ACTUAL human rights abuses in this
fashion.

2.
alicia hamberg · May 9, 2012 - 2:02 pm ·
Just completely off topic, really, but on topic more generally re making a mockery of human rights: a newspaper article I read today
reminded me of the UN’s Human Rights Council.
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3.
Diana · May 9, 2012 - 4:26 pm ·
It ought not to be easy to use a human rights tribunal to bring a vendetta. I’m sure the courts have thought of that and instituted safeguards.
Possibly there are sanctions or penalties for bringing a case that is later dismissed as frivolous.

4.
Pete K · May 9, 2012 - 6:06 pm ·
Well, speaking only from my own experience on the list… practically every time Angel quoted me – she MISquoted me. Not only that,
she misquoted herself to make herself look better – even when her testimony was available for everyone to check. When she isn’t
misquoting people, she’s mischaracterizing them with emotionally charged language like “hate speech” – it reminds me of Sune’s “hate
group” talk. It sounds like a very basic misunderstanding of what the term means but I suspect there’s more to it. But this, too, is common
for Angel, apparently. When she claimed she was “in shock” and I questioned it, she accused me of not understanding what it meant. She
had to eat her words and admit that SHE was the one who didn’t know what it meant… (didn’t stop her from accusing me though). It
appears to me that Angel and Steve may be projecting bullying onto the school. They seem to be VERY prone to bullying people while
claiming to be victims themselves.

5.
Skepticat · May 9, 2012 - 6:09 pm ·
Very nicely put, Alicia. Having seen the behaviour of these people *before* I knew the background story, it is pretty obvious to me who
the real bullies are and I take the story of what their kids supposedly went through with a large pinch of salt.

6.
Diana · May 9, 2012 - 7:09 pm ·
“practically every time Angel quoted me – she MISquoted me.”
I noticed that too. Her replies were also often illogical. Not to mention, her claims are often not on point, on the level of basic reality.
Video is not a “very new technology.” It is not likely that a parent is “in shock for 14 hours” after seeing their child bullied. It is certainly
very upsetting – I still recall vividly the one time I saw another child try to harm my child, in third grade – but I would not have been
trying to tell you I was in shock 14 hours later, assuming the child was not hurt. Exaggerating does not help a case like this, it undermines
it. So does attempting to get pity for yourself, rather than your child, which is mostly what they do.

7.
Andy Lewis · May 9, 2012 - 9:38 pm ·
Hi Alicia
Just to add my support. I had a very weird email exchange with this couple after they posted a comment on my blog that got held up in
moderation for a few hours.A rage ensued, emails sent, that somehow suggested I had some obligation to them to post whatever they
wished on my site. After trying to communicate with them rationally, the rage got worse, so I told them I would not be corresponding with
them anymore. And I have now filtered them out of my life.
Best ignored.

8.
Diana · May 9, 2012 - 10:03 pm ·
Hi Andy, the link above (to “Angel and Steve’s web site”, is their summary of their perceptions of that interaction with you. It isn’t worth
reading the whole thing, but a paragraph or two will explain to anyone with questions what it will be like to try to work with these two.
(From friendly to the furies of hell in a millisecond, if frustrated in any way.)

9.
alicia hamberg · May 9, 2012 - 10:27 pm ·
https://zooey.wordpress.com/2012/05/09/angelic-disharmony/
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Steve Paris @sjparis· 3 Nov 2012
@noodlemaz your bio says you’re honest. Could you then please tell me why
our work must not be promoted? What were you told about us?









Dr Marianne



@noodlemaz



Follow

@sjparis I heard negative and concerning
things. They may or may not be true but I'd
rather leave it at that, if you understand.






10:03 AM - 3 Nov 2012



Reply to @noodlemaz

Steve Paris @sjparis· 3 Nov 2012
@noodlemaz thanks for getting back to me but are you saying that friendship
trumps evidence?

































Dr Marianne @noodlemaz · 3 Nov 2012
@sjparis testimonies of friends are worth a lot, and somewhat a separate issue.
I'm not saying it impacts on the truth of your links. GL.

Steve Paris @sjparis· 3 Nov 2012
@noodlemaz if I dm’d u my email address, could u at least tell me what they’ve
told u? Wouldn’t ask anything more. Just concerned.

Dr Marianne @noodlemaz · 3 Nov 2012
@sjparis I'd rather not, I'm not doing anything with it, I'd just rather not
communicate - again, good luck with everything.

https://twitter.com/noodlemaz/status/264669065870733312
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standing up, falling down
November 20, 2012 · by alicia hamberg · in annat
The obnoxious couple in New Zealand is still going strong. Although, I suppose, in this context the word ‘going’ must be considered an affront.
Like everything else. Like my existence. (Dear Dog, that horrid person from the north is still alive? Despite not having blogged for over a week?
I needed a rest.)
Since last time I mentioned their efforts, they have invented some stunning new technology, with which they present their equally stunning
‘evidence’ (rarely have I seen such a wobbly use of that concept, by the way). The rest of us might think the ‘new technology’ looks like a not so
novel way of making collections of pretty pointless internet screenshots, but that delusion is probably testament to our general ignorance. Upset
again that they are not acknowledged as the pioneers they perceive themselves to be, they are at present complaining that their amateur youtube
videos of screenshots of tweets by various skeptics and footage of a certain Tititrangi Steiner headmaster, passing the camera without saying
much of substance at all, are not hailed as the first professional journalistic efforts to bring criticism of Steiner education to the general television
public. (Youtube is not television, you say. Amateur video is not the BBC, you also object. Well, how petty of you. They even have the
technology to make screenshots!)
(I’ve studied the facial expression of that headmaster, Mark Thornton, as he delivers the trespass notice. My clairvoyant eye tells me it his is
inner desire to whack the camera from the cameraman’s grip, but he’s too polite to do so. Perhaps, also, too frightened. Who wouldn’t be,
confronted by flaming ogres with recording equipment.)
Don’t laugh. They’ll threaten to sue you for finding their spectacle comical. Actually, they’ll threaten to sue you over anything. Last week they
speculated about the possibility for someone to sue twitter, because apparently one of their accounts was suspended. Good luck. So don’t laugh.
You have to like them and not find them ridiculous, otherwise they’ll say they’ll sue you. Like they once threatened to sue that Steiner school,
for getting rid of them. Nothing came of it (as they said when I didn’t fulfill obligations they fantasized I had towards them but which I had
declined long before). Instead they initiated a bizarre ‘human rights’ mediation. Probably because it was free of charge and they risked no
consequences. I don’t know, and explain to me why I should care? This ‘human rights’ institution might be a court of fools, ready to make a
mockery out of human rights. Or it might already (and wisely) have tossed the couple out long ago — like they’ve been tossed out of one school
and barred from commenting on blogs all over the internet — but I’m sure the two won’t advertise such a major defeat on twitter. And the
school, it appears, tries to imitate a clam.
It’s ‘anti-bullying week’ again, according to the belligerent queen herself. She’s standing up. Well, good, I hope her foot won’t let her down.
I notice that #disability didn’t gain her enough support on twitter so she moved on to abuse other topics, like feminism and genital mutilation, for
her own benefit. She accuses people of not being on the political left, as if it were an insult not to be politically left. I’m utterly unpolitical,
especially on the internet, but it’s true, I was never a ‘lefty’; if somebody accused me of being left, I’d feel slightly disturbed (if I were anything
like the NZ couple, I’d threaten to sue, but I’m not that trigger-happy). Not that they know anything about swedish politics. It must be funny
when you think you deserve to be at the centre of attention all the time. All the topics of the world are there only to suit you and your personal
battles, animosities and vendettas — somebody disagrees with you on your contributions to the Steiner debate, oops, she’s an anti-feminist.
Because you’re a woman. Somebody disagrees with you and you have a foot injury — oops, she’s anti-disabled people! Because you suffer from
a limp. Of course, no reason to observe that perhaps the other person doesn’t care what gender you are or what physical ailments you suffer.
Perhaps the other person cares (if at all) about the argument you’re making (or failing to make, in this case).
Somebody stands up for a friend and against vicious thuggery — oops, that someone is evil embodied. What on earth did you expect?
http://zooey.wordpress.com/2012/11/20/standing-up-falling-down/
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Anti-bullying week is supposedly — if you believe the two of them — a campaign aimed at telling people like me we are not to be allowed to
choose whom we interact with online. It’s meant to force us to interact with and support people we can’t agree with, lest we be accused of
‘bullying’ them. Would you know it — I regularly avoid idiots. I don’t follow them on twitter, I don’t retweet their tweets, I don’t care about
them at all; I’d be happy to take the same approach to these two, had they not pestered me for over a year. If someone tries to sell me something I
don’t want, I feel entirely justified in ignoring them. Which is usually fine, unless that someone happens to think their story should be the centre
of the discussion at all times.
Unless that someone is a raving nut — or, to put it more affectionately, although it is an affront to another respectable commodity, ‘mad as
cheese’ –, who might consider suing Death for being ignored by him.
(By the way, do read the letter sent to Andy. There’s hardly any reason for anyone to say anything more. They have effectively put the final nail
into their own coffin.)
‘The universe has wronged us!’ could be their battle cry. ‘We are now putting you on notice that this mendacity must stop.’ Hear the shrill voice,
echoing all the way to the heavens. Ringing in the ears of archangels and all the other beings of the elusive spiritual hierarchies.
And all the celestial bodies remain silent. What an ultimate insult.
Compared to the universe I, of course, am nothing but a humble ’low down lying barsteward’. [Sic.] I’m not trying to change the world.
But, believe me, I’m not in any ‘gang’ out there to victimize the two of them for any reason whatsoever. I simply reserve my right to dislike
them and what they do. It’s a consequence of human freedom — we all choose whom and what we like. And I do not like them. I’m sensing that
the universe is agreeing with me. The stars nod in approval, silently, so that only I can see. Now, there’s a conspiracy to ponder. One of grand
proportions. I’m sending out a DM to all our neighbouring galaxies. It reads: I don’t agree with the two of them. I don’t even like them. Try sue
cosmos for disseminating that message! You might need new technology to intercept the communications and make screenshots. Dramatized,
with hideous and unharmonious music playing in the background, I expect to see these screenshots on youtube very soon.
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SIGNED by Angel Garden this /<H^ day of December 2012:

ANGEL GARDEN

SIGNED by on behalf of Titirangi Rudolph Steiner School
this y7** day of December 2012: C
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STATEMENT
Titirangi Rudolpn Steiner School (TRSS) accepts that the Paris Garden's
eldest child's accounts were honest and that her actions in reporting bullying
were fully commensurate with the school policy which emphasises the
importance of telling both teachers and parents.
The class was a mixed-age class of 17 boys and 5 girls. There were many
boys in the class who were nearly two years older than the Paris Garden's
daughter.
TRSS acknowledges that some children in the class displayed bullying
behaviour.
The Paris Garden's middle child was very happy in the kindergarten right up
until her place was withdrawn in response to her parents' actions. The middle
child had been happy in the kindy for over a year with no problems
whatsoever and was settled with her teacher and her friends.
The Paris Garden's youngest daughter was happy in the play group and
registered to begin nursery in 2010.
In retrospect, TRSS regrets not going through with the meeting scheduled for
Monday 8 June 2009, and acknowledges that the Paris Gardens had invited a
parent representative to that meeting who was knowledgeable about socially
inclusive ways of addressing bullying.
TRSS acknowledges that Steve and Angel's words and actions (behaviour) in
continuing to try and address the issues of bullying with TRSS, as they were
advised and encouraged to do in all conversations with all TRSS staff, arose
out of their natural and dutiful concern as parents for the safety of their child
and concern fofthe wellbeing of other children in the class.

STEVE PARIS

Date: "i*f*fc^ \ , x

ANGEL GARDEN

Date: t^( \x.(fL
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An Open letter to all those identifying themselves as
Steiner/Waldorf Critics.
Update
Since this letter was published, Thetis Mercurio has revealed herself to be Melanie Byng from Devon.
Update 2 (23-5-2014)
Through investigations conducted on the 28th of February 2014 as a result of proceedings between us and
a number of different parties in relation to defamation, we have discovered that many of the links contained
herein are to posts that had been taken down around that time. These links will remain broken and we will
not make any attempt to re-link them until such time as these proceedings have concluded.

This letter to Steiner critics seeks answers to the following questions:
1. Do the critics generally approve of the aggressive behaviour of some critics
towards people who’ve had negative experiences of the Steiner movement but
whose methods may not be understood?
2. Do these people who apparently see themselves as gatekeepers of Steiner criticism
actually represent the views of all critics?
We unfortunately have to report the fact that we have observed and experienced both
passive aggression arising out of a self-protective “need” for anonymity which makes it
http://steinermentary.com/SM/Luciferocity-Critics.html
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very hard to call someone to account, and active aggression, which seeks to destroy that
which it says it does not understand, by means of public mobbing behaviour.
Either of these forces could have a very negative effect on anyone, but especially on
families coming out of damaging scenarios at Steiner schools, where they experienced the
schools’ cultish, xenophobic, and often brutish behaviour. Finding such aggression among
those apparently ‘critical’ of the awful behaviour of Steiner schools, could very well become
a wounding force even worse than the original, due to the secondary nature of the
wounding together with a reasonable expectation of finding, among those claiming to be
critical of Steiner education, at least a fair hearing.
From a loose network of people supposedly dedicated to stopping abuse and
indoctrination? We think so.
But in the Steiner critics, these Luciferocious tendencies are not even operating alone, but
together. We are now in the unfortunate position of being able to attest to that effect,
where Steiner critics have publicly mobbed a family because their friend, whether they
knew it or not, needed to hide behind anonymity, having already duffed the family up in
private.
It has been a shocking experience, to say the least, and resembles nothing more strikingly
than the behaviour of the Steiner School our kids went to. The anonymous critic displayed
the same seductive, grooming types of behaviour that we have had to document at the
school and the public mobbing was full of the same xenophobic projections that the school
dished out, not caring how weak the logic and only intending to eject the “irritant” who
wouldn’t simply toe the line. It has been a devastating combination.
It is shocking to have to flag up such behaviours in the critics, but it gets worse because in
mobbing us, Alicia Hamberg has clearly positioned herself as a protector of Steiner Critics
generally, with significant influence and the apparent power to “endorse” projects. In
banning us and professing the need to warn others about us; she has acted as a
Gatekeeper.
Likewise the anonymous “Thetis Mercurio” has been happy to be a kind of public face of
Steiner criticism, if that isn't a conundrum! Yet her syrupy welcoming of distressed
newcomers, all conducted through a pseudonym, disguises the fact that other things are
going on in the background. So abusive is this combination, not only to adults, but also to
children, that we sincerely believe that the only value in our recent experience is that we
can now flag it up to others as another ‘hole in the road‘ for them to avoid.
The only thing we don’t know is whether the other critics actually do buy into it, hence this
letter. We are not prepared to take Alicia Hamberg’s word for her power to speak for all
critics and whether or not we classify any critics mentioned here as Gatekeepers will
depend solely on the responses we get to this letter.
Alicia Hamberg is of the opinion, as she said to us on her blog, that we are totally failing in
our criticism of Steiner education:
“Your methods would, if you actually got that movie of yours finished and watched by anyone, sabotage
criticism of Steiner/waldorf education for years to come. You’re handing the waldorf movement the
opportunity to dismiss — to laugh at — criticism on a plate.”
http://steinermentary.com/SM/Luciferocity-Critics.html
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Really? From over here, it’s blindingly obvious that Alicia Hamberg, “Thetis Mercurio”,
Diana Winters, Pete Karaiskos, Esther Fiddler, and “Falk”, in their actions of mobbing
people, are achieving that ridicule all by themselves.
We are confident that at least one person, possibly more, must have observed what a
targeting has taken place here, have noticed the way that huge projections have been
made, and that we have been publicly drubbed, apparently because we had the temerity to
mention the fact that if people do not name individual schools, then others will not be able
to recognise the dangers of them.
Why those critics who have noticed that have said nothing, is a disturbing mystery.
Our methodology, as we described in Safe To Tell, is that we started from one simple
observation, that although our daughter followed the advertised school policy which said
that if you are bullied the thing to do is to tell, that when she told about the well
documented bullying and assault, it was proven to be very unsafe, and we have continued
to tell to see how far we have to go before it does become safe.
It is an interesting story, and sadly nowhere much more so than on Alicia’s blog, where it is
claimed that the critics are all about protecting children.
Does Alicia not know then, about how “Thetis Mercurio” has demonstrated what can really
only be described as grooming behaviour towards our child? How can we call it otherwise
when “Thetis Mercurio” made so many advances towards her, with healing offers of help to
re-engage her with school, even sending out her son to us with the message that he came
really only to talk to our daughter about his wonderful school, in the country. All this at the
same time as having asked Angel to write an article for the Local Schools Network, as she
knew that this could be helpful since we’d succeeded in getting in front of the Human
Rights Tribunal. “Thetis Mercurio” also acknowledged the potential relevance of the New
Zealand educational landscape to the Free school issue in the UK - and the timeliness of
the opportunity - which came at a time of major stress for us, but was too important not to
do, as “Thetis” said it was a really important opportunity.
Instead of working through any of the situations which she herself had initiated, however,
“Thetis Mercurio” apparently then used the inconvenience caused by her own son as a
reason to dump our daughter suddenly, without giving any reason. Just at the point that
she began to show some interest, “Thetis Mercurio” suddenly refused to communicate with
anyone in the family, in spite of her promised help, including with the article.
She then just sat back and allowed us to get viciously mobbed on the site of her friend
Alicia, not even correcting Alicia's and Diana's nasty slurs on Angel’s motivation for writing
the article in the first place, which she absolutely knew to be untrue.
Even the absolute refusal of the mobbers to allow that we were still trying to put some
humour into the situation, could have been alleviated if “Thetis Mercurio” had chosen to
speak up, as she had told us how much she adored our comedy work and liked how we
always tried to see the funny side, however bad the circumstance.
Could this be the same women who had written to Jenn (a woman who had attacked Alicia
Hamberg via private email):
http://steinermentary.com/SM/Luciferocity-Critics.html
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“To use your children as a shield to hide behind when in reality you’ve acted hastily and unkindly is the
worst aspect of your behaviour so far”?
That's why it made us feel sick to read “Thetis Mercurio's” ingratiating welcoming of people
into the critics fold and her constant commenting and tweeting about honesty etc., She has
chosen to keep quiet about her own personal experience, but to remain ‘objective’ behind a
pseudonym, in which actions she is defended by critics.
How convenient. We felt we couldn’t ‘out’ “Thetis Mercurio’s” ‘unfriendly’ treatment of our daughter, or
ourselves, because it would cause zealots to attack her, while all the while, her zealot friend was attacking
us! We were getting hammered by Alicia Hamberg on the very platform that, in advocating full publicity and
due process, we were failing to understand the necessity for children not to have to lose any

friends:
“It might certainly be serious enough. But if it’s your own child losing a friend… that’s a different story,
right? I would never think that’s ok or worth it. And I don’t even understand much about children — but I
do understand that friends mean a lot to them.”
“Thetis Mercurio” may say that it’s all about the children, but her actions give the lie to that.
How is it protecting children to behave as “Thetis Mercurio” has and then simply refuse to
communicate about it whatsoever, never answering texts, emails and hanging up the
phone? This behaviour is towards a child who is still dealing with the legacy of the bullying
she endured at a Steiner school - the professed reason for approaching our daughter at all.
After “Thetis Mercurio’s” sudden about-face, we found an empty notebook with only the
name of this school written by my daughter in small letters at the top of the first page - a
tentative heading for a possible new beginning, now closed to her by a wall of silence from
the gushing “Thetis Mercurio”.
This extreme reaction was all the more confusing for the fact that we were under the
impression that any potential misunderstanding between our families had been resolved.
In writing to Jenn earlier, “Thetis” had cautioned her that: “as a medical journalist with your own
site dealing with ADHD and ADD – you will not want to be seen throwing around insults related to mental
health.”
But what about the fact that “Thetis Mercurio's” husband also works in mental health? Why
has he had nothing to say about the worrying grooming element in setting up an 11 year
old child with all kinds of promises, or the likely effects of then just completely dumping her,
with no explanation whatsoever?
“Thetis Mercurio’s” behaviour has been reprehensible but due to her protected anonymity; she’s actually
had zero accountability. Less avatar, more scimitar.
Nevertheless it does look as though these critics act as and are treated as Gatekeepers by others as
illustrated by Pete Karaiskos: “For the dim wits at Steinermentary Project – DECEIT is what Waldorf

Critics are fighting AGAINST! If we needed to lie in order to make our point… there wouldn’t BE a point.”

http://steinermentary.com/SM/Luciferocity-Critics.html
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His total acceptance of Alicia and Diana’s ‘conclusions’ about us, and his agreement that we need to be
‘exposed’ and ‘distanced from’ makes it clear that he treats them as such. What deceit is he talking about?

So we must now find out whether the Steiner critics have anything to say about such
behaviour. Certainly we find “Thetis Mercurio” occupies an exalted position, especially on
Alicia Hamberg’s blog but of course, we can’t ask people there, because we’ve been
censored.
The question of whether Alicia Hamberg and “Thetis Mercurio”, Diana Winters and the rest
represent all is exactly the same as the one we had to ask the New Zealand Steiner
schools about the behaviour of the Titirangi Steiner School, writing to all those schools to
flag up Mark Thornton’s promotion within The Federation of Rudolf Steiner Waldorf
Schools in New Zealand after his actions in expelling three children whose parents had
had to flag up bullying, including assault. The responses of the schools, and their lack
thereof, when given the facts, led us to put up a flag about the Federation, where Mark
Thornton now holds more ‘portfolios’ than anyone else.
So it’s highly ironic that we now find ourselves in this position vis à vis the critics. Because
aren’t Steiner critics the people who are trying to stop the abuses and cult behaviour of the
Steiner movement? We certainly thought so.
What caused this punishment, with Alicia writing a blog post about us to announce our
banning? We must be a threat if she’s got to do that! After all, as she said herself, she’s
never “had to” ban any pro-Steiner person from her site.
Our only crime was to talk about the value of standing up and bringing difficult matters up
for discussion.
Yes, we had the gall to mention the fact that Jo Sawfoot has just made the Norfolk Steiner
school have to face up to its shame, subject which Alicia didn’t find very interesting. As of
yesterday, the 11th October 2011 however, it’s good to see that maybe because of the very
difficult whistleblowing actions Jo Sawfoot took against the school, the Norfolk Initiative
Steiner School has not received State funding.
According to Alicia, though, she finds the philosophy of anthroposophy far more
interesting. More than actually doing something about it? Well then, in that case, if Alicia
Hamberg or “Thetis Mercurio” are representative of the Steiner critic movement, then its
not all about protecting children is it?
Or perhaps it means all children but the child whose parents (and they weren’t the only
ones) thanked us for helping them realise that unless they took her out of the school, that
she would be punched in the face again? Because according to Alicia Hamberg, they’re
not even real, just people we invented.
So what’s the difference between the behaviour of these critics and the behaviour of
Steiner Schools? Perhaps Steiner criticism itself has become a cult. Certainly if nobody is
prepared to name what happened as a mobbing we would have to wonder...
In a November 2010 article, Alicia quoted Rudolf Steiner:
“No person is qualified to form a judgment on the contents of this work, who has not acquired — through
http://steinermentary.com/SM/Luciferocity-Critics.html
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the School of Spiritual Science itself or in an equivalent manner recognized by the School of Spiritual
Science — the requisite preliminary knowledge. Other opinions will be disregarded: the authors decline to
take them as a basis for discussion.”
And she commented: “The result is that anthroposophists always have an excuse for disregarding valid
arguments from outsiders. And they do so, more often than not.”
But that’s Alicia’s excuse for disregarding valid arguments from outsiders! According to
Alicia Hamberg and Diana Winters our very response to the experience of being attacked
by a Steiner school is abnormal. The normal response, according to Diana, is to “get on
with your life” in order to avoid your children getting further victimised. So, because we
stood up, therefore alerting our children to the existence of and necessity for justice, we’re
now apparently out of touch with ‘normal’ parents and therefore lack some ‘requisite
preliminary knowledge’: “There’s a sense coming from you that your own project became more
important than the children’s wellbeing, at some point maybe you stopped being able to relate to these
other ordinary parents whose main concern was helping their own children move on.” And that’s why
our ‘opinions will be disregarded’.
Not only that, Alicia of course went so far as to say that it was all our fault (another classic
mobbing technique) and that she would have chucked us out too if she was head of a
school herself. But what can have provoked her to say such an extreme thing about
people that “Thetis Mercurio” had referred to as ‘funny’ and ‘brave’ because of the stance
we took? It’s a very extreme position, even if you don’t understand someone’s methods,
as Alicia claimed she didn’t.
The question of what we are to do when it becomes so difficult to speak about hidden and
violent matters, is certainly not exclusive to the Steiner movement. The internet is awash
with the issues that face whistleblowers in all walks of life. It is the very reason we felt it
was worth mentioning the option of standing up! It was also exactly the point of contention
between our position and that of Alicia Hamberg and Diana Winters, that led to the public
mobbing.
Not one Steiner critic has come forward to object to this aggressive, censoring behaviour
which sounds, and feels, exactly the same as what happens if you’re ‘not a good fit’ at a
Steiner School.
Which means that it needs to be tested, because we’ve often asked ourselves, how does
the Steiner movement manage to create such a feeling of being vulnerable to
misunderstanding from an unfeeling world? It makes it very hard to speak out, as Alicia
Hamberg was at pains to point out to us, many people don’t feel they have a choice: here,
and here.
How much more difficult is it to ‘out’ behaviour of people who, not only publicly oppose
themselves specifically to such cultish brutality, but who are actually anonymous
themselves, with only a pseudonym for a public profile?
Apart from the clear danger to ourselves of continuing to dare to speak in such a hostile
environment, surely we run the danger, by exposing weaknesses or corruption among
Steiner critics, of giving the Steiner movement ammunition, and therefore being accused of
being traitors, even to our own cause, but certainly to the cause of bringing injustices in the
Steiner movement to light? Exactly the same problem for people needing to speak out
http://steinermentary.com/SM/Luciferocity-Critics.html
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about schools!
But we know what has happened to us at the hands of soi-disant “Steiner critics”, and
regardless of what mobbing critics might think, we know that a Steiner criticism that
practises the same abuses that the movement itself does, is really quite useless and will
never be able to vanquish the anti-values it claims to abhor.
Plus, if we do what Alicia Hamberg told us to do and “shut the fuck up”, walking away
instead of publicising this, to avoid any damage to the movement of Steiner critics, we will
be colluding in our own abusive treatment, another neat trick cults always manage to pull
off.
We think this admirably illustrates why standing up in the first place is such a good idea,
because the behaviour of those critics who “argued” against standing up, projecting their
guilt-tripping behaviour onto us, is so clearly corrupt.
All this is information that must be made available to newcomers, because just as with the
schools, if people are not warned then they cannot know.
Perhaps the critics will tell us that there is no collective obligation to the general public and
that all critics are independent - again that’s exactly what Steiner schools say.
Although it is unpleasant to have to revisit the excoriation of us performed publicly by Alicia
Hamberg and Diana Winters, it is not hard to find within it all the silencing methods so
frequently used against families by the Steiner movement, which are also classic mobbing
techniques, e.g. that we brought it upon ourselves, that we made it up, that we are
mentally unstable. All these tactics are flagged up again and again on Alicia’s own blog!
Why does nobody appear to have noticed that they have been used to try and get rid of
us?
It is almost too dangerous to be personal in this regard, as it does feel dangerous now to
speak up, when so much damage has already been done. The actions of “Thetis
Mercurio”, specifically, have been very hard to understand, as she has chosen to behave in
an extremely aggressive manner at a supremely difficult time in our lives, which was her
stated reason for getting involved in the first place. This is not the place to explore those
circumstances, but they are written about here.
It was Thetis who asked Angel to write the article on LSN which caused the mobbing. By
the time it was published, Thetis was absolutely refusing to speak to us, or to our 11 year
old daughter, to whom she had made substantial advances. She obviously does not feel
that she has done anything wrong in this and that is why when we now see her gushing to
others about honesty and children’s safety, we see a disgusting display of hypocrisy and
an abuse of her anonymous status which other critics are at such pains to protect and
defend.
That's why Alicia Hamberg banned us from her blog, because it made us feel so sick to
read “Thetis Mercurio's” over-unctuous welcoming of people into the critics fold, whilst
simultaneously drawling on that “you couldn’t have known what you were getting into”. that we
were provoked into commenting anonymously; we were always drubbed otherwise by that
point if we wrote anything as ourselves, so we thought we’d give anonymity a go.

http://steinermentary.com/SM/Luciferocity-Critics.html
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Yet Alicia Hamberg’s behaviour immediately following the publication of the article Thetis
had asked Angel to write, came on top of what “Thetis Mercurio” herself had dished out,
while Thetis herself did nothing to stop her “friend” from trying to completely destroy us, our
work, our reputation. All the same circumstances were still going on in the background at
this point, and we had no reason to assume that Thetis was not communicating privately
with Alicia, in spite of the fact that she did not speak up publicly.
It will be interesting to see whether some Steiner critics are tempted to try to minimise the
possible effects of this experience on a family who has worked so hard to get their case in
front of the Human Rights Tribunal.
Alicia Hamberg’s sole point was that we were guilt-tripping people: “I’m saying that you’re
appealing to feelings of guilt”, and that they can’t be expected to stand up:
“After having had to leave waldorf — and taking care of all the other bad effects of steiner education and
all the child’s already been through –, actually going around barking publicly is perhaps not something most
parents have the emotional energy to deal with. And, again, it’s about what you want to put your own
children through, after what they’ve already gone through.”
But of course Diana’s comment that our “project became more important than the children’s
wellbeing” and Alicia’s mention of “what you want to put your children through”, aren’t
acknowledged as a huge guilt trip. The exact same tactic was used against us by the
Steiner School.
Alicia denied trying to make us feel guilty for standing up to the school, and in doing so,
she used the ultimate dehumanising tactic of assuming that we aren’t the same as other
people and therefore we don’t feel bad when mobbed:
“You’re supposedly professional documentary film makers — maybe you can more easily handle that stuff
than others.”
A comforting thought, while she put the boot in perhaps...
We found a sixteen point test and if anybody wishes to argue with the fact that it was a
mobbing, we will go back and show in detail the whole ugly scenario which we would rather
not have to do since it was very unpleasant the first time round. If anyone does try and
argue that this was not a serious attack, we will find it hard to believe that they have
actually read it perhaps just skimming through the crib notes from Alicia Hamberg, like
Diana, or Pete Karaiskos, whose “sad” comment and name calling makes a mockery of his
own extremely tough experience, since he appears willing to dish it out to others whilst
being completely uninformed. As Diana herself put it: “thanks for your summaries (this way I
don’t have to read it all).”
Mobbing behaviour always only seeks to undermine, not to understand.
For instance, Alicia Hamberg accused us of “targeting people” by mentioning the fact that if
people don't finger particular schools then no-one will know about the particular dangers of
them. Not only that, but in using the word “target”, Alicia (who has a law degree) was
being deliberately provocative, since it appeared in the judgement in the Jo Sawfoot vs
Norfolk Steiner school court case, which had been quoted in the LSN article. When picked
up on it, Alicia backed off and claimed that she had meant ‘target’ in the sense that we
http://steinermentary.com/SM/Luciferocity-Critics.html
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were not trying to attract train-spotters or sky-divers - i.e. it was not a serious point, just a
bullying tactic during a mobbing.
So how does Alicia Hamberg herself react should someone unreasonably attack her? In
May this year she helpfully provided a useful control example when the aforementioned
Jenn, who she describes as a “bliss-ninny”, wrote her an aggressive private email. Alicia’s
response was robust, thorough and provides useful information as to her opinion on the
ethics of attacking others and of censorship: “When people don’t enjoy what you write to them —
threaten them! They think they’re allowed to do exactly what they please behind closed doors, as it were,
and get away with it? That other people should just put up with it, unable to respond, prevented from
protesting against it?”
She was clear that Jenn could not expect her to keep quiet about such an out and out
attack on her and at the time, we felt Alicia's response to such personal attack was entirely
justified because we did not know how hypocritical it would look from here.
In contrast, finding Keith Thompson's article (who according to Alicia Hamberg doesn't
exist) on our developing news site Amazon News Media, which is admittedly as yet fairly
unformed, but nevertheless where we chose to publish our experiences about her
treatment, Alicia Hamberg refused to link to it, telling her readers that it was all “filled with
lies”. Diana Winters then neatly fudged the issue for her by misleading readers, mentioning
that anyone could Google Steinermentary and find the offending article. This neatly
avoided people seeing the interview describing the vicious behaviour of the Steiner critics
since it wasn't on that site at all, as Diana knew perfectly well if she’d read the article
herself. If she hadn’t, then Alicia has dishonestly allowed Diana to mislead others in order
to avoid having them read our version of the mobbing she performed.
Regarding using another website to publish this interview, Alicia has written that we are
‘boosting ourselves’ by pretending to be someone else. Really? I don’t think there is any
single person who has made themselves so visible in this regard on so many websites as
Angel Garden.
Of course, and isn’t Alicia’s other complaint that it’s ‘all about us’ another feature of the
mobbing that is eerily similar to the Steiner school’s attitude, and which we’ve read about
numerous times as a hated Steiner tactic, on Alicia’s blog and elsewhere? It is also a
classic, if not the classic, mobbing technique.
Alicia has even tried to use the fact that we have more than one web-site as evidence that
there is something wrong with us. Based on what? The fact that she has one blog? It’s
our way of filing the information we gather. It may not be the way others want to organise
their work, but that is all that can reasonably be said about it. We did not ask Alicia
Hamberg's permission to go to a Steiner School and we do not need her permission to
decide how to respond to its abusive behaviour, or hers.
Angel’s image is all over our work, making it extremely public, and that is what makes it
different from others. Finding Amazon News Media, and then using the fact that we had
published our point of view there, Alicia deliberately censored us, which she doesn’t even
do to Sune Nordwall, who presents himself anonymously all over the place, including
publishing entirely fake interviews with her. Perhaps that’s why she overreacted to the
suggestion that her mobbing behaviour might find its way into video with her part in it being
reconstructed, which led to cries of that being “unethical”.
http://steinermentary.com/SM/Luciferocity-Critics.html
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In regard to Sune Nordwall, Alicia has more than once been clear that communicating in
private, and hiding behind the internet was unethical, and that people deserve a right to
respond. Here’s what she said about Sune Nordwall’s actions on Mumsnet:
“I don’t think I (and my mental health) should be the topic in a thread on Mumsnet, when I am not
allowed to post there. He knows I can’t respond to anything written on Mumsnet, he had me banned from
there (twice)”
Really? These freedoms are selectively awarded and certainly not extended to us. Incidentally, based on
this comment, it’ll be interesting to see if this letter gets discussed online in places unknown to us or where
we’ve been banned, again this is what happened at the school.

In our case Alicia Hamberg has given neither us, nor “Thetis Mercurio” the chance to
respond since she deleted both the comment we made about “Thetis”, and Alicia’s own
comments about it, and instantly banned us. It's pretty obvious that “Thetis Mercurio”
doesn't really want the opportunity to respond, preferring that others should remain as
ignorant of her part in things, and of who she really is. And Alicia, being a good friend, has
obliged by wiping any record of anything to do with it, or that it concerned “Thetis Mercurio”
at all. Very cloak and dagger.
It probably wasn't the wisest thing to do, to post an anonymous comment, but hell, these
are the people who had slammed us both for encouraging people to stand up, and for
actively helping other people to remain anonymous at their own request! And the person
we made the comment about was also anonymous, which is fine for them, apparently.
Others, of course, have Avatars and virtuous anonymity, whereas if we ourselves use
pseudonyms, they’re “fake identities”.
Jenn had written to Alicia in private, and speculated that Alicia Hamberg “might fit in with a
group of really maladjusted people (that being the Waldorf critics)”.
Alicia Hamberg responded…
“Well, were it true, it still seems much preferable to the Waldorf paradise you’re depicting. Because at least
our world is somewhat closer to real. At least we don’t feed ourselves on illusion.”
Yet Alicia and Diana have seen fit to tell us that as we have used properly signed off (i.e.
broadcast-legal) and clearly labelled 'reconstruction' of parents testimony in a video, that
this means that we should “call it fiction”, which then quickly morphed into meaning that
since we hadn’t pixelated or blurred the images of those actual parents, but instead hired
actors to speak their words, at their own request, thereby perfectly protecting their
identities, that we made it all up. Alicia Hamberg and Diana did not stop short of declaring
that we were “interviewing actors”.
How is this not feeding on illusion? Even the BBC, even on the radio (no fuzzy pictures
possible there), will use reconstruction (i.e., actors) to hide someone's identity. I guess that
makes them “demented fuckwits” too, as Alicia Hamberg has called us on her site where
others were allowed to make comment about us after we were banned as Falk did, waiting
until then before joining in which does show remarkable courage!
All this faff about reconstructed video footage, so aggressively put to us, was coming from
http://steinermentary.com/SM/Luciferocity-Critics.html
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people who admitted themselves that their expertise is in the written word and nothing
else, as Alicia says: “I don’t get what the medium is about. I don’t experience the benefits, because I
don’t see the point.”
Yet although Diana and Alicia admit that the old methods may not cut it any more, as Diana
said, “I know we’re dinosaurs over on critics, talking mainly to each other because it’s unlikely many
Waldorf parents are actually reading that list”, our efforts to work through the difficulties involved
in developing a methodology for making video material about a cult, which is an extremely
complicated, sensitive and now obviously dangerous business, have been completely
dismissed.
It is impossible to view the icy behaviour of Alicia Hamberg and Diana Winters towards us,
our work, our ethics, our evidence our motivation, our honesty, our experience, as being
prompted by any real concerns about any of it. This cannot be seen as any kind of an
attempt to engage with us. The point of a mobbing is always simply to mob. It’s not hard to
imagine that mobbing situations generally do tend to have hidden murky circumstances in
the background and that is certainly the case here.
Another classic mobbing technique is to pretend that the victim has ‘blotted their copy
book’, and therefore must lose the previous goodwill that the aggressor claims to have
had. Alicia Hamberg's assertion that she had been positive about our Steinermentary site,
in late November 2010 when she discovered it is not especially true. She thought we were
apologists for Steiner, as others did also, and that we were off the mark, even then. No
attempt was made to find out, no clicks on the ‘contact us’ button, even when “Thetis
Mercurio” informed people that is was us - the site wasn't launched at this point, that
happened on the 27th of February with our poster campaign - Rudolf Steiner's 150th
birthday present from us.
Following that, we have found a post from around the launch date of the Steinermentary
site. Alicia and Diana bemoaned the unreadiness of either Steiner criticism, or Alicia
Hamberg, to engage with new media, including an acknowledgement that although
reconstructions of actual interviews are not the first choice, that we have been transparent,
both from Diana; “there’s nothing really wrong with it, since they’re clear and upfront that it’s staged, so
it’s not like it’s deceptive” or from Alicia “I can’t really object to it, since there’s no deception going on”.
Yet they had no problem in attacking our methods as if they were highly knowledgeable
and of accusing us of dishonesty.
Alicia Hamberg's previous opinions can really only look vaguely positive against her recent
assassination attempts including her current updates which she warned would be sloppy
due to not giving a shit e.g.:
“Update on September 22, 2011. I would very much like to warn people to get involved with the pair
behind the Steinermentary project. I don’t have the time to write more about it right now (see discussion
threads), but I wish that nobody takes the post below as a sign of support for them or as a
recommendation for people to get involved with them.”
In writing this open letter to the critics we know that we are again opening ourselves to
potential further abuse, but if we don’t do it, then we cannot either defend ourselves or
warn others. This is the position that Alicia Hamberg, Diana Winters and “Thetis Mercurio”
have put us in. Again, it’s all so familiar in the Steiner treatment, where people feel they
http://steinermentary.com/SM/Luciferocity-Critics.html
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‘have no choice’ but to remain silent.
Of course, to justify such brutish behaviour, it had to look as if it is us that aren't up for
discussion, and of course this is said many times in the mobbing. But go back to the
original article on LSN where Alicia Hamberg first picked Angel up on her comments about
us creating a platform for video, and you'll clearly see Angel apologise, and acknowledge
that she had not come over correctly. Or go here and see how we felt constantly tripped
up every time we tried to communicate. During the actual mobbing, of course, things
looked different, but who can remain polite or even talk properly at all whilst others are
trying to knock your teeth out?
The simple fact of the matter is that there is no "correct" way to respond to the
experience of being hounded or mobbed by a group of people because you bring up
things that they want hidden, whether that happens at a Steiner school, at the hands
of an anonymous person, or on Alicia Hamberg's blog!
There is no law that says, ‘when this happens, go to the fifth counter on the left’, or
something like that. We just do what we do and it makes sense to us and we'll explain it to
anyone who asks politely.
The actual point of contention, which was the basis for the mobbing, that if people don't
identify schools, then others will not know, is a clear and simple truth which all the mobbing
in the world will never be able disguise and which neither Diana Winters nor Alicia
Hamberg or anybody else, can or will ever be able to refute. And in fact, they did agree
with it many times.
Then they ridiculed everything we were doing, and then Alicia Hamberg banned us.
The extremely aggressive behaviour of the Steiner critics have alerted us to two main
tendencies:
1. the tendency for self-protective secrecy, combined with fawning insincerity and a lack of
will to be open, honest or fair, as displayed by “Thetis Mercurio”, whose syrup masks
something altogether different with potential dangers, especially for those she is most
enthusiastic about;
2. the tendency for aggression, actual public mobbing, and censorship, as displayed by
Alicia Hamberg, Diana Winters, Esther Fiddler, Pete Karaiskos and “Falk”. Meeting places,
like Alicia Hamberg’s blog could represent a danger to unsuspecting whistleblowers, who
could be re-traumatised should someone suddenly decide to chew their heads off in an
inspired moment of ‘critical thinking’.
Do critics generally condone the behaviours described here of these critics, and do these
critics, in their actions and inactions, and in their passive and active aggression towards us,
act as Gatekeepers for Steiner criticism?
They now have the dubious honour of being the inspiration for a new addition to the
Steinermentary project, The Luciferocity Meter, as a measurement of the manifestation of
blind fury dressed up as something else, which seems so prevalent throughout the Steiner
world, where awful acts are not only tolerated but justified by various dogmas, antidemocratic acts which are in reality motivated simply by self-protection, xenophobia, and
http://steinermentary.com/SM/Luciferocity-Critics.html
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blind ambition, the desire to create a circle of covered wagons and simply shoot anyone
who looks a bit different.
Over to you.
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Twitter
Writing about contentious issues and having a blog that is read widely will mean
that I attract attention from quarters that can be annoying at times.

Subscribe via RSS

Steve and Angel are in dispute with a Steiner School in New Zealand. They
claim their children were expelled because they were being bullied. I understand
the school says it was because of the parents' behaviour.

Sites I Like

They appear to be very angry with anyone on the web who is critical of Steiner
Schools who do not make their story the centre of the discussion. They write

QuackSafe Search

blogs, make videos and tweet to followers of critics - continuously - about the
injustice they are supposedly suffering from a gang of Steiner critics trying to
Search

silence them (for what reason, it is never made clear.)
I believe I have only contacted them twice, both times by email last February.
The first time was to politely explain to them why a comment they had left on my
blog had been held up in moderation (too many links, I had no internet access).
In the few hours between them posting and me seeing the comment, they had
been tweeting and blogging their anger at me for denying them a voice. The
second time was to explain that they did not have an automatic right to use my
blog as a platform for their own grievances and to attack others.
I am not the only person to have told them this.
Since, February, I have ignored and filetered out their constant harassment by
blog, tweet and video, both of myself and of others. I am told that they tweet at
anyone who is mentioned in my tweets or tries to communicate with me by
twitter. Their aim appears to be to discredit me by promulgating a partial account
of events. They tweet under the names @amazonnewsmedia, @Steinermentary
and @sjparis (amongst others). This has been going on for months.
Yesterday, I received this threatening email. I thought it time to make this
harassment public and to break my rule of not communicating with them. My
response to them follows.
Dear Andy
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Following your recent actions in defaming, and blocking anybody who
mentions, people who are providing the "hard evidence" of problems in
Steiner that you are simultaneously announcing internationally to others
is very "hard to get", we are now putting you on notice that this mendacity
must stop.
We would like to offer you the opportunity to dialogue with us [sic] about
the smear campaign that has been mounted against us by you and other
skeptics, before we move on to legal action. So please respond swiftly if
you would prefer to talk to us than to a lawyer.
What you are doing is beyond unethical, and you will not get away with it.
[redatced name] and [redatced name] have dropped all their "friends" in it
by not being prepared to take responsibility for the failure of personal
initiatives they themselves introduced to people who were in a very
difficult situation. This is not a "very terrible lie". It is a fact which we can
easily evidence. But such personal "stuff" is part of life. That was their
mistake. Mistakes can always be forgiven, yes probably even people
being really vicious to you while your mother is actually dying, depending
on how sincere the wish to make amends is, obviously, because that is
pretty low.
But allowing their own failure to then seep into the public sphere to try
and destroy whistleblowers, including the evidence we have collected of a
broad and active smear campaign in which you are playing a major part,
takes the whole thing onto a different level of clear and well-evidenced
public, personal and professional victimisation by a large gang, and
provably fomented by you. On this level legal remedies are available.
Your actions, which have certainly negatively effected the campaign to
stop state-funding of Steiner in the UK, are clearly and overtly designed
to trash the work of people who actually have taken the trouble to hold a
Steiner school to account. These actions define you as a quack in this
matter. Ignoring hard-won evidence (that actually supports your own sorry
arse in quacking about Steiner) undermines your credibility as someone
speaking publicly about the subject and is just not a rational thing to do
for any skeptic. When the 'leader' of any campaign has to privately smear
whistleblowers to hide live evidence, that campaign has clearly failed.
It's time for you to put up or shut up. Either publicly state that our Human
Rights initiative is not real, (yes you could write some more defamatory
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material in a blog post for example, as you usually do), and that's why
you must pretend parents are not speaking out, or provide evidence of
the "terrible lies" that you allege we have been spreading about [redatced
names].
It's transparent. If you had anything on us at all, you would have publicly
denounced us already. Obviously we're so good at making it "look like"
we're being attacked, that, if it was more public, people might actually
believe us. It is time to stop pretending that our work doesn't exist, while
secretly smearing us with abusive and false statements. This is hiding the
abuse in full sight just like other current situations.
You've never been near one of these schools. What gives you the right to
pontificate about stuff while silencing those that have done the work?
Answer - nothing, you do not have that right, and if you do not
immediately begin to behave more reasonably, we will do whatever we
have to to safeguard our reputation from your vicious secret distortions,
and our advocacy work for children likewise.
You're a parent. Get real and stop thinking that we, whose children are
still affected by the actions of that school, are going to let you ponce
about like this without making sure people see what a load of hypocritical
baloney it is.
We will make sure that others ask you the questions that will force you to
state your position on whether our whole initiative with Human Rights is
an elaborate lie, which will just be further defamation because it isn't, or
account for why you have colluded in this campaign of covert
victimisation against whistle blowers whilst overtly pretending to address
Steiner issues.
It's up to you of course. You know what you've said about us. So now
please produce the evidence for those statements, publicly retract the lot,
or prepare to talk to your lawyer.
We are quite willing to discuss these issues with you, on the basis that
you may have been subject to subterfuge yourself, but that in no way
absolves you from promoting that subterfuge without verifying every
allegation before passing judgement - ie some sort of skepticism.
Having said that, we will publish and otherwise disseminate this letter in
24 hours if we do not hear from you as frankly we will not know if you've
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received it, due to your previous dishonesty in refusing to speak to us,
again on the basis of defamatory hearsay. Therefore we will publish it as
widely as necessary to make sure it gets to you.

Angel Garden and Steve Paris

My response,
Dear Angel and Steve,
Some months ago I told you I would not communicate with you anymore
as I had made myself perfectly clear to you about why your comment on
my blog had been held up for a few hours and why I was unhappy about
you using my blog for your own purposes, including the harassment of
other individuals. As such, I will not be taking up your offer to talk.
However, should your lawyers choose to contact me regarding this,
please be kind enough to inform them that I have prepared myself to talk
to them and my response will be to refer them to the reply given in Arkell
v. Pressdram (1971).
Regards
Andy
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